Egg & Bacon Fridgie

MATERIALS:
worsted weight yarn - white, yellow, rust, off-white
Crochet hook size H (I crochet a little tight, you may want to use a G hook instead)
Tapestry Needle
Magnet

Egg
Rnd 1: with white yarn, wrap yarn around finger twice, slide off, insert hook in middle of ring,
ch3, 11dc in ring (pull beg tail of yarn to close center opening). Join. [12dc]

Rnd 2: Ch3, dc in same sp as ch-3, 2dc in each st around. join. [24dc]

Rnd 3: Ch3, dc in same sp as ch-3, (dc in next st, 2dc in next st) 4 times, tr in each of next 3 sts,
2dc in next st, hdc in each of next 2 sts, sc in next st, hdc in next st, 2dc in next st, 1dc in each of
next 2 sts, 2dc in next st, 1dc in each of last 3 sts.join. Fasten off [32 sts]

Yoke
Rnd 1: with yellow wrap yarn around finger twice, slide off, insert hook in middle of ring, ch3,
10dc in ring (pull beg tail of yarn to close center opening), Join. Fasten off [11dc]

Bacon
Row 1: with rust ch11, sc in 2nd ch from hook & each ch across to last ch, 2sc in last ch, change
to off-white yarn in last st, (do NOT fasten off rust yarn, just drop it behind work to pick up
later).

Rnd 2: Working on opposite side of beg chs, sc in each across working 2sc in both end sts, then
work down the opposite side with sc in each st till you get to the end and work 2sc in the end
sts, change to rust yarn.

Rnd 3: if using limp yarn work 4sc in each st around, if using regular yarn work 3sc in each st
around. join. Fasten off. Weave in loose ends

Assemble by sewing yoke to egg, then tacking bacon to the side. Attach magnet to back.
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